Dear CSI Members:

This email is a call for nominations for the Cinader Prize, the most prestigious award offered by the Canadian Society for Immunology. Dr. Hardy Cinader was a member of a small group of Immunologists that were pivotal in "founding" immunology in Canada in the 60's. Dr. Cinader was a strong immunochemist, a vibrant person and a passionate patron of native Canadian art and artists. The prize is awarded to an Immunologist working in Canada who is an exceptional researcher and also has something extra. The extra could be teaching, art, outreach, writing, - nearly anything in which the researcher excels.

A nomination consists of simply sending a letter that includes the exceptional abilities and accomplishments of the scientist nominated. The nominee must hold a current CSI membership (2016) in order to be eligible. A formal CV is not necessary, however, the awardee must be willing to provide a lecture at the upcoming CSI meeting. The award is presented at the CSI meeting. Please send in the nomination before December 22nd/15 to Lori Coulthurst at info@csi-sci.ca.

Due to potential communication issues associated with the changes to our website and e-mail software and providers, we are extending the deadline until December 22, 2015.

Hanne Ostergaard
Chair, Cinader Award Committee

A list of past winners can be found: http://www.csi-sci.ca/Award_Winners.html